
Minutes OD Low Vision Workgroup 

Date:  October 15, 2018 

4-4:30PM EST; 3:00 – 3:30PM CST 

Call Participants:  Olga Whitman, Tim Morand, Therese Nguyen, Greg Hopkins, Robert Ruggiero, Irene 

Yang, Barbara Hetrick, Michael Fischer, Karen Hoffman and Lisa Chan-O’Connell 

1. Karen has elected to cut back on her hours at the VA and therefore will be stepping back from 

the co-chair position.  We would like to thank Karen for all of her hard work for the group and 

for the VA low vision.  While Karen will continue to help, we would like to introduce our new co-

chair, Olga Whitman from the Baltimore VA.  

 

2. Blind rehab conference-   One of the LV ODs that was able to attend the conference had the 

following remarks about the conference:  

 

PROS: 

               

1. Vendors- it was great to see lots of vendors and try out the great technology that is 
emerging for our blinded and low vision Veterans! 

2. It was nice to have blind rehab and (albeit very few) low vision (OD/LV OT/CLVT) together in 
one space. This is collaboration and networking opportunity! 

3. There was a strong focus on Telehealth/Tele rehab.  Presentations were done by the 
Pittsburgh LV team, Dr. Ihrig ( Buffalo VA)  had a fantastic presentation, and everyone is 
looking at the issues of access. 

4. Recreation (tandem biking, national games/tee tourney/ski clinic, etc.) was also a strong 
focus, along with suicide prevention, both hugely important. 

5. It was great to put faces to names: Niki Sandlan, the Acting National Program Director, was 
running most of the conference. She introduced the National Program Consultants (NPC’s) 
for the regions as most of them are new, also.  It was nice to put faces to names that I know 
or people who I have heard of. 

 
 

CHALLENGES: 

1. Blinded Veterans Association should consider including Low Vision Vets.  Compared to the 
last BVA conference I attended in 2010, the organization has aged tremendously. I challenge 
this organization to embrace all Veterans with varying degrees of vision loss (and all clinical 
professionals who support them) and think it would be a greater force. 

2. There were very few OD’s and LV OT’s (CLVT’s) present.  The focus of the conference is 
geared towards Blind Rehab, but I felt like an outsider as an OD.  I truly wish I had time to 
connect with the few other OD’s who were there but my station was using this conference 
as a team building opportunity (especially since we have a new VIST) and we spent evenings 
discussing our own program. With that said, I was never aware of many OD’s or LV OT’s 
present and my LV OT felt similarly.  Some OD’s struggle with the ‘line in the sand’ approach 



to low vision divided from blind rehab and feel the conference could be a better opportunity 
to really unite both fronts. 

3. There were a lot of break-out sessions that solicited feedback for National to create FY 2019 
SWOT and strategic plan.  This included feedback on how central office could improve as 
well as the continuum of care. While there is purpose bringing problems to light, this 
should/could have been done outside of the conference (i.e. via email) versus spending 
valuable conference time. 

4. This solicitation revealed that many VISTS do not have BROS, many OD’s do not have LV 
OT’s, many clinics are understaffed, etc. There seem to be large gaps within teams or 
services across the board.  State agencies are sometimes not available and/or not as 
comprehensive. We feel that locally.  The BROS in our location travels over 200mi radius 
here to serve a tri-state area! 

5. Many people also voiced concerns on lack of support with prosthetics, issues with referrals, 
training for new hires, communication with central office, Low Vision clinics not feeling 
included in BRS initiatives/support, administrative support, gaps in the continuum of care, 
etc.).  Niki encouraged attendees to have their local stations invite central office to visit if 
they felt it would help put pressure on local leadership for additional support.  Apparently, 
they cannot come for visits unless formally invited.    

 

a. Mentioned that there was not a lot of funding to send people to the conference.  

b. M. Williams can create a projection of BVA to help with obtaining staffing but keep in 

mind if the find the local station does not have the funds to cover the cost of the 

program they can close the program.  CO needs to be invited in by the local facility.  

 

3. Bioptic committee update:  Greg Hopkins provided an update on the bioptic committees 

progress.  He reports they are getting traction; currently only 5 of 28 ODs have not completed 

the survey.  The committee will be moving on to cross checks of the state laws for accuracy.  

Ultimately to develop a guide on how to address driving in the state and the nuances of 

licensure in each state.  He is trying to compile it into a national spreadsheet and will highlight 

the Bioptic training program that exist inside the VA system.  He notes that there are not a lot of 

responses on resources, including contact with outside vendors, training programs to get the 

best standards of practice especially since these drivers are in the military.  

3 of 4 folders are completed, next will be a neighbor per review from east to west.  For example 

vision 1 will look at visn 2, 2 looks at 3 and so on.  He plans on allotting 3 months to complete.  

 

4. ORCAM was displayed on Dr. Phil, which may cause an uptick in the number of veterans or 

veterans families asking for it.  Unfortunately, the show demonstrated the OrCam reading with a 

veteran who was NLP and as a result the veteran reported that the ORCAM changed his life.  The 

OD consultant (not associated with the VA) also went on to describe this new technology.  The 

links included below.  This show as also picked up by 60 minutes.   Our advice is that these 

devices are goal driven, so if the patient does not have a task that can be addressed but this 

device it is not appropriate.  Also, even if the veteran’s family or children request that it be 

provided, because Dr. Phil announced that the VA is providing them, the veteran may not know 

about it and may not have an understanding of what this device does.  Speak directly with the 

veteran to find out what goal /task they are looking to accomplish and they in your examination 

determine if it is appropriate.  VA’s that have a good repoire with the vendor/distributor seem 



to have no difficulty in obtaining a model to demo.  https://www.drphil.com/videos/blind-

veteran-says-orcam-myeye-assistive-technology-device-has-been-life-changing/ 

 

5. ASCO has a subcommittee on sub specialization of specialties including low vision.  They are 

trying to contact all low vision residencies to see: 

a.  if they are aware of the ASCO Advanced competencies on low vision,  

b. if they are aware of it, are they using the competencies  

c. if they are not using it, what are the reasons/barriers to using it 

They would also like to come onto the conference call to discuss sub specialization of low vision 

and would like to discuss with a group of LV OD’s to get their opinion.  We plan on having her 

join the next call so please make sure if you have any questions, to bring them to the call or send 

them to Olga, Karen or myself that they are asked.  

 

Next call December 17, 2018 @ 4pm EST.  Any topics/agenda items you would like to add please 

email to Olga ( olga.whitman@va.gov), Karen ( karen.hoffman@va.gov) or Lisa ( lisa.chan-

oconnell@va.gov).  
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